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Lift the flaps to explore the rainforest with tiger cubs Tippy and Tango.
My Awesome Farm Book is a fantastic new way to introduce children to farm animals. Each page is filled with brilliant pictures, engaging activities and clear word labels. This book is perfect for adults and
children to enjoy together. Each letter is also presented with a die-cut page in different shapes, so children can explore the book with their hands!
Curious babies will love this new Baby Einstein board book, featuring stunning full color photos of wild animals with touch and feel panels. Babies will be introduced to animals that live in the wild through
endearing text and delightful illustrations. Baby Einstein Books is an imprint of developmentally appropriate, interactive books designed to introduce children ages 0-3 to classic poetry, art, and foreign
languages in a fun and accessible way. A combination of playful images, beautiful photography, and bold illustrations with multilayered text will captivate and stimulate babies and young children. This
“humanities for babies” program, based on the award-winning video series, taps into the natural learning potential of young children—and their parents’ aspirations for them.
A sweet bedtime lift-the-flap follow-up to bestseller Peek-a-Boo Farm -- from beloved creator Joyce Wan! The moon and stars are shining bright. Let's tuck our farm friends in goodnight. From the adorable
world of Joyce Wan comes a bedtime farm animal board book filled with large lift-the-flaps! Join in on the classic game of peek-a-boo with a pig, a sheep, and more sleepy farm animal friends by lifting the
flaps to help tuck each critter into bed. A perfect goodnight board book read aloud with a simple interactive component babies and toddlers will love.
Lift the flaps and play peek-a-boo with Joyce Wan's animals on the farm! From the adorable world of Joyce Wan comes a sweet animal board book filled with large lift-the-flaps! Join in on the classic game of
peek-a-boo with a rooster, a cow, and more farm animals by lifting the flaps to reveal each cute creature's joyful face. A perfect board book read aloud with a simple interactive component babies and toddlers
will love.
An adorable book introducing the youngest readers to the names of their body parts, from head to toe! Look! Babies Head to Toe is an exuberant introduction to the parts of the body and the senses. Filled
with fun, repetitive sounds and a melodic voice, this book will captivate babies and toddlers. It’s the perfect follow-up to Harris’s first board book, Who?: A Celebration of Babies.
Take a walk on the wild side with this adorable animal-themed matching book! Little hands will love playing with this entertaining board book that’s filled with engaging animals. Every page features a cute
animal face that can be turned completely around to reveal another adorable animal on the other side. Young readers will delight in matching the name of the animal with the proper face or just enjoy spinning
all the faces around in the book. Twisters books are a fun way for parents and children to engage in multisensory learning together!
Nothing runs or reads like a John Deere Lift-a-Flap farming book! Introduce your little one to the wonderful world of farming with this adorable and sturdy board book filled with fun farm facts, tractors,
harvesting machinery, and lively rural scenes designed to educate and entertain your little John Deere enthusiast. Simple sentences reinforce future language structure while grasping and lifting the durable
flaps helps develop fine motor skills. A perfect first farm book! Durable flaps perfectly sized for little hands and fingers to open and close without any wear and tear Great gift for the little John Deere fan in your
life! Surprise and delight baby with bright artwork and special treats under each flap A perfect first farm book! Officially licensed John Deere product

Flaps on each page open to reveal a farm animal surprise of what can be found in a barn, in a sty, and under a hen.
Let's read and play together with John Deere! This rolling tractor is both a toy and a slipcase that holds three sweet books about our farmyard friends. Read about animals like
cows, horses, and pigs, then load them back into the tractor for a roll around ride. Connecting storytime with playtime engages children's minds for a tactile learning experience.
Enjoy exploring the farm with our animal friends and John Deere today! John Deere Kids children's books recognize that the preschoolers of today are the farmers, builders, and
innovators of tomorrow. Content and formats are based on the legacy of a long-loved company that encourages kids to play in backyards, to dig in the dirt, get muddy, and learn
where food and shelter come from. Collect the entire John Deere Kids series! Rolling wheels on this tractor slipcase make this both a little library and a fun toy! Shaped board
book with board pages perfectly sized for little hands and fingers to turn the pages and read along Great gift for the little John Deere fan in your life! Officially licensed John Deere
product
Babies will love exploring the world of farm animals through this fun 'touch and feel' board book, perfect for very young children. The small, padded book is ideal for little hands to
hold and the pages are full of tactile areas to explore. Packed with adorable full-colour photos of farm animals, this book will entertain babies time and time again.
Oink, oink! It's a busy day on the farm! Introduce your little one to all the fun and excitement found around the farm in this interactive Explore & Find sturdy board book filled with
engaging search-and-find matching games, counting, new vocabulary words, and lively rural scenes designed to educate and entertain your little John Deere enthusiast. The
farm is full of places to explore and things to discover! Visit all the animals on the farm, look for delicious treats in the farmhouse kitchen, navigate your way through the corn
maze, and look for fresh veggies at the farmers market. Toddlers and preschoolers will love exploring farm life while identifying animals, colors, numbers, shapes, and food while
spotting John Deere tractors along the way. A must for your little farmer! John Deere Kids children's books recognize that the preschoolers of today are the farmers, builders, and
innovators of tomorrow. Content and formats are based on the legacy of a long-loved company that encourages kids to play in backyards, to dig in the dirt, get muddy, and learn
where food and shelter come from. Collect the entire John Deere Kids series! Perfect gift for the little John Deere fan in your life! Matching and comparing items introduces little
ones to early math concepts Engaging questions and new vocabulary words found on every page help build conversation skills and support language development Practice early
learning concepts such as colors, counting, and matching Officially licensed John Deere product
Go exploring with two baby polar bears! This chunky board book has especially thick flaps for baby to lift and grasp. Illustrations include lots of details to hold baby's attention.
Farm FriendsJohn Deere Lift-A-Flap Board B
Farm is a bright, fun first words book introducing farm animals and their homes. The soft foam pages make this a perfect first book.
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The farmer helps his family and barnyard animals fall asleep before drifting off himself. On board pages.
Augmented Reality Sing-Along
Welcome to a year of sustainable living with renowned ceramicist Christopher Spitzmiller, with advice and inspiration for seasonal entertaining, gardening, tending heritage chickens, and
more. Christopher Spitzmiller is known to his many friends and Instagram fans as the ultimate weekend farmer, who raises his own chicks, grows his own flowers, and puts up his own jam,
cider, and honey. In his first book, he treats readers to a full year at his country retreat, Clove Brook Farm. Organized into four sections by season, the book begins with spring: the lilacs and
appleblossoms, the dovecote with Indian fantail pigeons, Easter lunch, with daffodils and porcelain, and Spitzmiller's recipe for rhubarb pie. Summer brings hydrangeas, dahlias, readying the
chickens for the Dutchess County Fair, and a garden cocktail party. Fall focuses on collecting, cider making, an orchard luncheon and a Thanksgiving table, honey-gathering, and planting
bulbs. Winter closes the book with holiday decorating, gilding allium, a holiday buffet, and homemade gifts. Filled with tips on creating beautiful seasonal flower arrangements, living with
animals, and garden planning, this is a wonderful resource and gift for anyone longing for farmstead living.
Introduces animals & environments Encourages use of fine motor skills Entertains with exploration & surprise Learn about barnyard animals and life on a farm. This chunky board book has
especially thick flaps for baby to grasp and lift. Simple sentences reinforce future language structure. Illustrations include lots of details to hold baby's attention. ISBN: 978-1-68052-055-2 5.0"w
x 5.0"h 6 lift-a-flap spreads embossed cover with foil
It’s bedtime on the farm. Sleepy chicks nestle under mother hen, piglets snore in their pen, and snowy lambs snuggle in meadows of clover. But will mama sheepdog ever get her puppies to
bed? Lullaby Farmis the third in a series of gorgeous bedtime board books from Stephanie Shaw and Rebecca Harry (Under the Sleepy Starsand By the Light of the Moon). With a gentle
rhyme and magical illustrations, this sturdy board book is perfect for soothing toddlers to sleep. Featuring a squishy padded cover with twinkly glitter, Lullaby Farmis an ideal gift for 1 to 3 year
olds!
Spot searches for new babies among the farm animals, each of which greets him with its own distinctive noise. Movable flaps conceal portions of the illustrations.
In My First Farm, children will read about what it is like to live and work on a farm, and they will see beautiful photographs depicting everyday life with the farm animals. This informational book
features a variety of farm animals, colors, vegetables, and fruit with clear, informational labels that tell readers about daily life on a farm, as well as some exciting facts on each spread. The
images are labeled clearly and promote early learning and language skills. Spend a day with the animals and crops in My First Farm. This revamp of DK's most successful board books series
includes updated photography, contemporary design, and an insightful approach to engaging preschoolers. With charming, bold design, clear labels, and a wide variety of topics, these first
learning books encourage children to build the vocabulary and language skills that form the foundation of early education. DK's iconic My First series not only provides a collection of
educational information books that children can refer back to again and again, but also offers a first taste of independent learning.
Teaches young children the names of animals with color pictures and vocabulary words. On board pages.
A Bible you can hug! In this soft and cuddly book, little ones will find a collection of ten favorite Bible stories in rhyme, filled with comforting truths and promises. Keep God's word close to
baby's heart in this perfect introduction for the very young to the stories of the Bible and to God's great love for them.

How many bones do I have in my body? What does my heart do? And why do we breathe? Find out in this fact-filled book, the first in a new non-fiction series for children aged
5+. Each book answers 100 questions in a simple and informative way, and has more than 70 lift-flaps to open.
Introduces animals & environments Encourages use of fine motor skills Entertains with exploration & surprise Meet forest animals with Rusty and Ruby! This chunky board book
has especially thick flaps for baby to lift and grasp. Illustrations include lots of details to hold baby's attention. ISBN: 978-1-68052-188-7 5.0"w x 5.0"h 6 lift-a-flap spreads
embossed cover with foil
Can you help take care of the farm animals? The popular Peekaboo Barn app inspires a novelty board book full of interactivity. What is happening on the farm today? Zora the
horse is hungry. Turn the wheel and feed her a carrot! Leary the pig is dirty. Slide the slider and give him a bath! Lulu the sheep needs shearing, and Reba the cow needs to be
milked. Little farmhands will love helping out on the farm in this interactive adventure!
Pictures and brief text introduce the animals, vehicles, crops, and noises found on a farm. On board pages.
Animal Babies contains: 1 X Babies on the Farm 9781680521504 1 X Babies in the Forest 9781680521887 1 X Babies in the Snow 9781680522280 1 X Babies in the Wild
9781680522334
From soft piglets to woolly sheep, there are all sorts of textures for baby to explore.
A beautifully illustrated edition of this classic children's song. Children's rhymes have been used for centuries to introduce children to literacy and numeracy and to teach simple
lessons and routines. Children will love singing this song and making all the lovely animal noises.
Invites young readers to touch such things found on the farm as a sheep, barn, pig, tractor wheel, and dirt. On board pages.
Learn from home and explore the world with these fun and easy board books! Babies and toddlers get to visit a farm in this lively and informative addition to the hit Hello, World!
board book series. Children can learn all about plants that grow, animals that help, and farmers who work hard, with easy-to-understand facts and bright pictures of rural life.
Hello, World! board books introduce first nonfiction concepts to babies and toddlers. Told in clear and easy words with simple facts ("This red tractor is used for plowing, planting,
and harvesting crops") and featuring bright, cheerful illustrations, Hello, World! makes learning fun for young children. It's a perfect way to bring science and nature into the busy
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world of a toddler, where learning never stops. Look for all the books in the Hello, World! series: • Solar System • Weather • Backyard Bugs • Birds • Dinosaurs • My Body •
How Do Apples Grow? • Ocean Life • Moon Landing • Pets • Arctic Animals • Construction Site • Rainforest Animals • Planet Earth • Reptiles • Cars and Trucks • Music • On
the Farm • Baby Animals
Join Baby and his doting mama at a bustling southwest Nigerian marketplace for a bright, bouncy read-aloud offering a gentle introduction to numbers. Market is very crowded.
Mama is very busy. Baby is very curious. When Baby and Mama go to the market, Baby is so adorable that the banana seller gives him six bananas. Baby eats one and puts five
in the basket, but Mama doesn’t notice. As Mama and Baby wend their way through the stalls, cheeky Baby collects five oranges, four biscuits, three ears of sweet corn, two
pieces of coconut . . . until Mama notices that her basket is getting very heavy! Poor Baby, she thinks, he must be very hungry by now! Rhythmic language, visual humor, and a
bounty of delectable food make this a tale that is sure to whet little appetites for story time.
Lift the flaps to find hidden pop-ups illustrating things on the farm.
Night Night, sheep! Night Night, cows! Night Night, Mommy! Night Night, God! Bestselling author Amy Parker is back with a brand-new Night Night book. In Night Night, Farm,
parents and little ones will unwind as sweet farm animals in pj’s say good night to their farm, their mommies and daddies, and to God. Rhyming verse, calming artwork, and
whimsical renditions of favorite farm animals in their snuggly beds will make this bedtime book a favorite for years to come. You and your little ones will find yourself snuggled up
as cozy as the sweet farm animals in the story as you drift off to sleep.
This beautifuly illustrated picture word book contains exactly 199 labelled images of things to be found on a farm. Lots to look at and talk about, this is a great way to extend and
broaden children's vocabulary and knowledge of different environments. A neat and practical format, perfect for taking on holiday. Part of the '199 Things' series, which includes
'199 Things under the sea', '199 Things in the Garden' and '199 Animals'.
This high quality chunky board book with flaps is perfect for little hands. It includes foil and embossing on the cover. The reader will be able to explore with Poppy and Patch, the
two playful baby goats, and meet all the new babies on the farm! This chunky board book has especially thick flaps for babies to lift and grasp. Illustrations include lots of details
to hold baby's attention. The 6 story spreads will introduce baby farm animals, encourage the use of fine motor skills as well as entertain with exploration and surprise.
Toddlers will love following Alex the cat as they explore a farm filled with lift-the-flaps and touch-and-feel extras. Cows, chickens, chicks, sheep, and pigs interrupt their busy play
to join Alex the cat in a touch- and-feel-wading pool. Silly details such as a sheep getting a haircut and a chick riding a scooter will delight toddlers as they lift-the -flaps and name
all the things they see in their own world.
Nothing runs or reads like a John Deere Lift-a-Flap farm book! Introduce your little one to all the friendly animals on the farm with this adorable and sturdy board book filled with
lively rural scenes and tractors designed to educate and entertain your little John Deere enthusiast. Simple sentences reinforce future language structure while grasping and
lifting the durable flaps helps develop fine motor skills. A perfect first farm book! Durable flaps perfectly sized for little hands and fingers to open and close without any wear and
tear Great gift for the little John Deere fan in your life! Surprise and delight baby with bright artwork and special treats under each flap A perfect first farm book! Officially licensed
John Deere product
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